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Abstract 
 
A new chemical reactor has been tested for Field Enhanced 
Diffusion by Optical Activation (FEDOA) doping and purification 
of SiC, GaN and AlN films.  Different conditions have been used 
on SiC, GaN and AlN samples including temperature variation, 
electrical field variation, variations in electrical current and 
optical activation.  A 5mW (630-680 nm) laser was used for 
optical activation.  It was observed that optical activation has 
a major effect on ion drift rates. It was also observed that the 
magnitude of the electrical current also enhanced ion drift 
rates by a postulated current drag mechanism. I-V characteristic 
curves were measured to verify changes in the electrical 
properties of the samples.  SIMS was used to analyze the 
concentrations of impurities in the film samples before and 
after treatment.  It has been demonstrated that the field-
enhanced diffusion by optical activation method can dope and 
purify the films.  As a result, the electrical properties of the 
wafers have been significantly improved during treatment 
especially in cases where a laser is used.  
 
I.  Introduction 
 
Energy conversion of the radiation emitted from radioisotopes to 
electricity can be achieved using an intermediate step that 
creates ultraviolet photons. These ultraviolet photons can be 
efficiently transported to a transducer to produce electricity. 
This process is known as the Radioisotope Energy Conversion 
System (RECS) [1, 2]. The advantage of the RECS is high-energy 
conversion efficiency 30% to 50% [3]. One of the keys to the 
concept is the development of a transducer that converts 
ultraviolet photons to electricity. This paper discusses the 
development of wide band-gap photovoltaic cells. 
 



 
 

2. Results 
 
The FEDO process, developed by the authors, uses a combination 
of temperature, electric field, optical field and current 
density to move impurities into (or out of) wide band-gap 
materials. Wide band-gap materials are extremely difficult to 
dope and FEDO is one of the few processes that has been 
demonstrated for this purpose [4]. The goal is to produce a p-n 
junction in SiC, GaN, and AlN.  Both SiC and GaN are currently 
being used as light emitting diodes, the FEDO process is able to 
remove unwanted impurities in the wafer before processing [4]. 
Additionally, FEDO represents an alternative means of producing 
a p-n junction in SiC and GaN. FEDO has been used, for the first 
time, to add impurities to SiC and GaN. 
 
A p-n junction has yet to be formed in AlN which is the most 
desirable material for use as a transducer due to the good match 
up of its band-gap with the ultraviolet photon energy. The FEDO 
process was used to dope AlN with carbon, silicon, and magnesium 
to form p and n type semiconductor. FEDO has been successful in 
the addition of these impurities to AlN and a good first step to 
the formation of an AlN p-n junction. 
 
The ultimate question of the conversion efficiency of the 
photovoltaic cells will depend upon the quality of the material 
and of the defect density.  
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Summary of Project 
 

This project has involved a number of graduate students, 

most of which are on fellowships, and faculty. Dr. Alejandro 

Suarez (supported on fellowship) completed his Ph.D. in December 

2001 based on his work with a diamond photovoltaic cell. Dr. 

Eric Stienfelds (supported on grant) completed his Ph.D. in the 

May 2003 based on his work in developing a model of the 

radioisotope energy conversion system, Dr. Dickerson Moreno 

(supported on grant) completed his Ph.D. in January of 2003 

based on his work with phosphorous doping of diamond, Dr. Alexey 

Spitsyn (supported on fellowship) completed his Ph.D. in August 

of 2003 based on his work of making an Aluminum Nitride p-n 

junction, Mr. Bai-Ling Hsu completed his M.S. based his work in 

the doping AlN, Ms. Vanessa Velez (supported on fellowship) will 

complete her MS in the Fall of 2003 working on Kr and Ar 

excimers, and Mr. Angel Velez (supported on fellowship) has 

started working on this project working on diamond photovoltaic 

cells. The key findings of this work are the demonstration of p-

n junctions in diamond and aluminum nitride. The aluminum 

nitride p-n junction is the first such junction developed and 

presents a very exciting technology for the production of not 

only electronic structures in aluminum nitride but also a 

potential VUV solid state diode. The other major achievement was 



 
 

the production of vacuum ultraviolet excimer emissions from 

krypton and argon at 147 nm and 129 nm using a microwave 

resonant cavity. This cavity design will allow for very 

efficient coupling of microwaves to plasma and the high 

efficiency production of VUV photons. Finally, our modeling 

study indicates that very high efficiency light weight 

radioisotope electric generators can be produced by scaling of 

this technology. 

A conceptual remote power technology, which converts the 

energy emitted from radioisotopes to electrical energy without 

intermediate thermalization of the high-grade ion energy, is the 

topic of this proposal. The potential efficiency for this 

process, alone, is 40%, nuclear energy to electrical energy. 

And, if combined with high-temperature thermionic conversion the 

nuclear to electrical energy conversion efficiency is 44% while 

the overall size of the system will remain small. These 

efficiencies compare to about 7.5% for the Radioisotope 

Thermionic Generator (RTG) system, used in deep space probes 

such as Cassini, in which nuclear energy is converted to 

electrical energy with intermediate thermalization. The key to 

the process is to first convert the high-grade ion energy to 

photon energy, which can then be directly converted to 

electrical energy. We term this process Photon-Intermediate 



 
 

Direct Energy Conversion (PIDEC). PIDEC is usable with 

radioisotopes, ion-producing plasma (hot) fusion reactions, as 

well as fission. In addition to improved efficiency, the PIDEC 

process also promises advantages in volume, mass, and cost. 

For application of the PIDEC process with radioisotopes, the 

radioisotope can be gaseous or solid. Solid radioisotope 

material can take the form of an aerosol of radioisotope 

microspheres or thin films with scale lengths significantly 

shorter than the range of the alpha or beta particles, dispersed 

in a fluorescer gas. In the first step of the process, the 

nuclear energy is transported to the fluorescer gas, which 

converts it into photons. Then, in the second step of the 

process, the photons are transported out of the reactor core to 

high band-gap photovoltaics, which efficiently convert the 

photon energy to electricity. We term this new mobile power 

concept, based on the PIDEC process, the Radioisotope Energy 

Conversion System (RECS). 

Efficient production of excimer (non self-absorbing) fluorescers 

by ions has been demonstrated, but wide band-gap photovoltaics 

are not common at this time. However, several materials – such 

as SiC, C (diamond), and AlN – with band-gaps that match the 

energy of the photons emitted by excimer fluorescers do exist. 

We propose a study to address the bulk of the basic issues in 



 
 

the RECS in a three-year study. 

The Photon-Intermediate Direct Energy Conversion (PIDEC) 

process, Figure 1, was first conceived for advanced-fuel high 

temperature (plasma) fusion [1, 2], which, unlike conventional 

D-T high temperature fusion, releases its energy as ions, 

rather than as neutrons. Advanced-fuel high temperature 

fusion, however, will not be available in the foreseeable 

future. And, at the time of preparation of this proposal, cold 

(solid-state) fusion is still too new to assess its 

feasibility. A more near-term potential source of ions became 

available with the development of the nuclear-driven 

fluorescer concept for nuclear-pumped lasers [3]. This concept 

makes feasible efficient ion-driven photon sources by removing 

the nuclear source material from the solid, where it prevented 

transmission of the photons, and moving it to the volume of 

the fluorescer gas by one of four methods; a gaseous 

radioisotope, radioisotopes embedded in thin films or as a 

radioisotope aerosol. The scale lengths of the thin film, 

fibers or aerosol are chosen small enough so that most of the 

nuclear energy escapes into the fluorescer gas. The PIDEC 

concept and the nuclear-driven fluorescer concept were 

combined to produce the Radioisotope Energy Conversion System 

(RECS) [4], Figure 3. 



 
 

RECS utilizes a two-step method for directly converting 

the energy of the charged particles from nuclear reactions 

into a usable energy form such as electricity, chemicals, or 

coherent light. (This basic energy conversion process is 

usable for any ion producing nuclear reaction.) In the first 

step the ions produced by nuclear reactions transfer their 

energy to an intermediate photon generator – a fluorescer 

medium. This portion of the RECS comprises what is called the 

nuclear-driven fluorescer or NDF (a medium which produces 

incoherent narrow-band electromagnetic radiation). In the 

second step, the intermediate photons from the nuclear-driven 

fluorescer are absorbed by a material, which converts the 

photons into a useful high-grade energy form. This portion of 

the RECS is the photon energy converter. 

 The RECS ion source comes from the decay of radioisotopes 

dispersed within a fluorescer gas. Effective dispersal is 

essential so that the ions produced by the isotope decay deposit 

most of their kinetic energy in the excimer gas rather than in 

the radioisotope material. There are at least four methods of 

achieving the desired dispersal: gaseous radioisotopes, 

radioisotopes embedded in thin films, or microscopic aerosol of 

radioisotopes. The efficiency of transport of the ion energy 

from the radioisotope to the fluorescer medium varies with the 



 
 

scale length of the thin film or aerosol, the chemical form of 

the radioisotope, and the uniformity of the radioisotope 

density. The variation of ion energy transport efficiency from a 

microsphere, to the fluorescer medium, with thin films and 

microspheres are discussed in Reference 6. Energy transport 

efficiencies are about 50% for reasonably designed thin films 

and 70% for reasonably designed microspheres. The average atomic 

density in the medium must be on the order of 1x1019 particles cm-

3, enough to achieve reasonable power densities but not so great 

as to significantly degrade the transport of the fluorescence 

through the aerosol. Combining the constraints of efficiency, 

and optical transparency determines scale length of the thin 

film, fibers, or microspheres and number density. For example, a 

microsphere diameter of 5 ?m and number density of 1x106 cm-3, 

which should not create significant absorption of the 

fluorescence [7,8], results in a fuel density of 0.63 mg cm-3, 

quite reasonable dimensions, and good number densities (3.9x1019 

atoms cm-3). An alternative, which couples 100% of the ion energy 

to the fluorescer medium, is a gaseous radioisotope such as Kr-

85. 

Excimer fluorescers are the most efficient radiators 

known and, because of their unbound lower levels, do not self 

absorb. They radiate in the single, relatively narrow, band of 



 
 

wavelengths required for efficient photovoltaic energy 

conversion. The intrinsic fluorescence efficiencies of rare-

gas and rare-gas halide excimers, based on standard W-value 

theory, are listed in column 1 of Table 1. Achievable 

efficiencies should be near the intrinsic values at the power 

and electron densities characteristic of nuclear reactions. 

    
Table 1. Theoretical Maximum Intrinsic Photovoltaic, ηpv, and Ion-to-Electric, ηie, Efficiencies for Selected Rare-

Gas and Rare-Gas Halide Excimer Fluorescers with Matched Wide-Band-gap Photovoltaic Materials. 
Excimer ηf Eλ (eV) Photovoltaic 

Material 
Band-gap  
Energy (eV) 

ηpv= Eg/Eλ ηie=ηpvxηf 

Ar2* 0.5 9.6 AlN 6.2 0.645 0.324 
Kr2* 0.47 8.4 AlN 6.2 0.789 0.345 
 0.47 8.4 Diamond 5.5 0.655 0.308 
Xe2* 0.48 7.2 AlN 6.2 0.861 0.413 
 0.48 7.2 Diamond 5.5 0.764 0.367 
ArF* 0.35 6.4 AlN 6.2 0.969 0.339 
 0.35 6.4 Diamond 5.5 0.859 0.301 
KrBr* 0.33 6 Diamond 5.5 0.917 0.302 
KrCl* 0.31 5.6 Diamond 5.5 0.982 0.304 
Na2* 0.46 2.84 ZnSe 2.7 0.951 0.437 
 0.46 2.84 SiC 2.4 0.845 0.389 
Li2* 0.42 2.7 CuAlSe2 2.6 0.963 0.404 
 0.42 2.7 SiC 2.4 0.889 0.373 

 Eλ  (eV) is the average photon energy Eg is band-gap energy of the photovoltaic material 
 

In fact one group has reported measuring nuclear-driven 

rare-gas excimer fluorescence efficiency higher than that 

predicted by W-value theory [9]. Measurements of actual 

fluorescence efficiencies at various laboratories, including 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, have demonstrated high 

fluorescence efficiencies for excimers. Experiments with a 

variety of excitation sources (e.g. electrons, fission 



 
 

fragments, protons) and particle densities have given 

fluorescence efficiency values ranging from a few percent to as 

high as 68% (see review paper by Prelas, et al. [10]). The most 

efficient excimer fluorescers are the rare-gas excimers. 

Nuclear-Driven Fluorescers are discussed in much greater detail 

in the paper “Nuclear-Driven Flashlamps” [10]. 

The key to the feasibility of the RECS is the photovoltaic 

Photon Energy Converter. The common impression of 

photovoltaics is that they cannot be very efficient. This 

misunderstanding comes from the fact that photovoltaics are 

most commonly employed as “solar cells.” And solar cells are 

not very efficient, ranging from 10-20% for commercial units 

and reaching as high as about 25% for laboratory cells. 

However the low efficiency is more due to the characteristics 

of the solar spectrum than to the photovoltaics devices 

themselves, especially for the laboratory units with 

efficiencies of ~25%. The problem with the solar spectrum is 

that it is very broadband — its ratio of the average photon 

energy to the width (FWHM) of the spectrum (Emean/∆E) is about 

1. This is good for color vision but quite bad for efficient 

energy conversion. For excimers, however, this ratio is 

greater than 10. Under these conditions photovoltaics have 

intrinsic efficiencies of 75-95%. 



 
 

Photovoltaic cells for use in photon-intermediate direct 

energy conversion of electricity will require the development 

of a doped semiconductor material with a band-gap that matches 

the UV radiation. With such photovoltaic cells, a system 

efficiency of 56% for fusion ion driven fluorescence has been 

projected [2, 11]. Studies of fission ion driven fluorescence 

indicate that system efficiencies of about 40% are 

possible [4, 10].  



 
 

Accomplishments Under Each Objective 
 
1) Characterization of excimer fluorescence sources (e.g., Kr2* - 8.4 eV photon). 

1a) Build an excimer fluorescence source powered by microwaves for spectroscopy. A 
cell will be designed which can test VUV-Visible excimers (Year 1 Objective, Duration- 
8 months). 

 
An excimer fluorescence lamp was constructed using a microwave power source. A cylindrical 

microwave resonance cavity was designed for a 2.45 GHz microwave source (See Figure 1). The 

cylindrical cavity can be designed to accommodate a fluorescence tube in which the gas flow can be 

varied (See Figure2). 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Cylindrical microwave resonant cavity. 
 

 



 
 

Figure 2. Air-cooled microwave resonant cavity for excimer emission. 
 

The cavity window is made from calcium fluoride. Calcium fluoride is capable of transmitting 

wavelengths above 130 nanometers. This wavelength is in the vacuum ultraviolet, which means that the 

light is absorbed strongly in air. The light path from the window to the filtering and detection system must 

be either an inert gas such as helium or a vacuum. The widow is sealed to the input aperture of an Acton 

vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer. A vacuum ultraviolet multialkali photomultiplyer tube is used for the 

detector. It has a fused silica window that is capable of transmitting wavelengths above 150 nanometers. 

The setup is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Microwave driven excimer lamp and vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer. 
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The system was tested and operation was demonstrated as discussed next. 

1.b) Absolutely calibrate spectra from the excimer fluorescers (Year 1 Objective, 
Duration- 3 months). 

 
To calibrate the microwave driven excimer lamp, the cavity 

efficiency was determined for a variety of rare gases. The 

optimum length of the cavity was found for each gas mixture (as 

shown in Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Optimizing length of the cavity for Argon gas. 

 

In Figure 4, it is shown that the optimum length of the 

cavity is 23.95 cm. The Power absorption in an optimized cavity 

for a specific fill gas can then be measured based on the 

microwave power absorbed and the microwave power that is 

reflected using the power monitor(see Figure 5). The cavity can 



 
 

be tuned by using the sliding short and the stub tuners. 

 

 

Figure 5. Microwave set up. 

For argon, the emission was optimized and the excimer 

fluorescence at 129 nm was observed (See Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Excimer fluorescence spectrum from Ar. 
 

 

The intensity of krypton excimer was also measured as shown 

in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Kr vacuum ultraviolet spectra. Here the 147 nm excimer 

line is shown 

 The krypton excimer production efficiency can be calculated 

from this data by calculating the optical collection efficiency 

from the plasma, along its path through the spectrometer to the 

detector and the detector efficiency. 



 
 

1.c) Determine efficiencies for the production of excimer fluorescence (Year 1 
Objective, Duration- 2 months). 

  

 The production efficiency can be calibrated with a source of 

a known wavelength or with a calibrated detector. We have a NIST 

VUV calibrated detector. The detector was purchased for a 

previous project. It must be recalibrated since its initial 

calibration is out of date. This objective could not be achieved 

because the calibration procedure was longer than originally 

estimated. We anticipate that the system will be calibrated 

early in the second year. 

2) Develop photovoltaic cells that have band-gaps, which match the bandwidths of the excimer 
photon sources (Diamond - 5.5 eV, AlN - 6.2 eV). 
 

2.a) Obtain polycrystalline or monocrystalline diamond (Year 1 Objective, Duration- 1 
month). 
 

We have obtained monocrystalline and polycrystalline diamond 

plates from Harris Diamond and Moscow State University 

respectively. In addition we have obtained silicon carbide and 

gallium nitride wafers. The band-gap of silicon carbide is 2.8 

eV and the band-gap of gallium nitride is 3.2 eV. P-n junctions 

in both silicon carbide and gallium nitride have been formed. 

These materials are used in the production of light emitting 

blue diodes. We have added silicon carbide and gallium nitride 

to our list of possible photovoltaic materials due to the 



 
 

existing industry. 

2.b) Obtain polycrystalline or monocrystalline AlN (Year 2 Objective, Duration- 1 
month). 

 
We have identified a source of high quality monocrystalline 

AlN plates. The plates have been ordered and will be shipped 

early in the second year of the project. 

2.c) Form junctions in diamond (Year 2 Objective, Duration-12 months ). 
 

 A p-n junction would exhibit the characteristics of a 

cross over point with p and n-type impurities in the crystal 

lattice (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Overlap of p-type boron with n-type Li impurities in 



 
 

diamond. 

Diamond plates were doped with boron (p-type) and sulfur (n-

type) impurities. One of the interesting issues that arose was 

the uniformity of the impurity distribution. As can be seen in 

Figure 9, a boron doped diamond plate demonstrated a large 

amount of variation in conductivity, an indirect measure of 

boron density. 

 

Figure 9. Two dimensional conductivity of a boron doped diamond 
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plate. 

The non uniform distribution was probably due to the 

distribution of boron powder impurity on the surface of the 

diamond during treatment. 

Sulfur and phosphorous were used as n-type dopants. As 

described in appendix 1, sulfur and phosphorous were 

successfully added to a diamond crystal. 

2.d) Form junctions in AlN (Year 3 Objective, Duration- 12 months). 
 

As described in appendix 1, silicon carbide, gallium nitride 

and aluminum nitride were obtained. Both silicon carbide and 

gallium nitride are available as commercial p-n junctions. A key 

for high efficiency photovoltaics is to have as pure a crystal 

as feasible. Silicon carbide and gallium nitride have impurities 

that are added to the crystal during growth. The objective was 

to see if the silicon carbide and gallium nitride crystals could 

be purified. As described in appendix 1, 4-H and 6-H silicon 

were purified. 

We also obtained aluminum nitride and to see if the crystals 

could be doped. We used C and Si as the n-type material and Ca 

and Mg as the p-type material. As described in appendix 1, we 

were able to incorporate large amounts of impurity into aluminum 

nitride crystals. One sample, in which both Mg and Si were used, 

did show promise. 



 
 

 
2.e) Characterize surface of diamond (Year 1 Objective, Duration- 2 months). 

 

 The surfaces of our diamond sample have been examined by 

scanning electron microscope (SEM), Raman spectrum, current-

voltage (IV), and x-ray diffraction (see Figures 10 & 11 for 

example). 

 

 
Figure 10. SEM of diamond films. 
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Figure 11. Raman spectroscopy of diamond film. 

 

2.f) Characterize surface of AlN (Year 2 Objective, Duration- 2 months). 
 

 This step was accomplished as described in appendix 1. 
 

2.g) Characterize the optical performance of the diamond photovoltaic cells (Year 2 
Objective, Duration- 2 months). 

 
 This step is will be performed as part of year 3 as 

candidate impurities emerge. 

 
2.h) Characterize the optical performance of the AlN photovoltaic cells (Year 3 
Objective, Duration- 2 months). 

 
 Initial work with AlN films is also very promising. 

With the samples we obtained of 10 to 40 micrometer thick AlN 

films grown on sapphire and silicon from the Institute of 

Physical Chemistry in Moscow Russia, we were able to make some 

key breakthroughs. The AlN film’s carbon, silicon, calcium and 



 
 

magnesium contents of these films were below the detectable 

limit of the SIMS. We used FEDOA to dope samples of the film 

with carbon (graphite), silicon (purified powder), calcium (Ca 

powder) and magnesium (Mg2Si powder). The samples were analyzed 

with SIMS and with I-V characteristics. In each case, the 

results demonstrated that a significant amount of impurity was 

added to film and that the film resistance had decreased. Two 

results are illustrative of this effort: 1) an n-type and p-type 

impurity can be co-doped into the crystal (see Figure 12) and 2) 

an AlN p-n junction (see Figure 13). Electroluminescence studies 

of the edge of the structure show distinct luminescence in the 

doped region (Figure 14). 
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Figure 12. Shown is a SIMS analysis of AlN sample 4 which used 
Mg2Si as the impurity.  It is clear that Si and Mg entered 
the AlN lattice differently demonstrating the possibility 
of forming junctions. 

 

Our preliminary results indicate that FEDOA is a viable method 

of doping AlN. It is proposed to extend this research with the 

goal of producing a p-n juction in AlN for the purpose of 

developing a ultraviolet photodiode. We also propose to study 

FEDOA as a means of removing impurities from AlN films. Also we 

would like to further explore the mechanisms of such removal 

process. This potential method of impurity removal might have 

commercial applications for many other crystals including SiC 

and GaN. 
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Figure 13. AlN p-n junction that demonstrated classical I-V 
characteristic of diode (journal article on this device 
under preparation). 

 

 AlN doped by FEDOA 
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Figure 14. Edge UV luminescence from doped AlN film. 

 
2.i) Develop antireflection coatings cells (Year 3 Objective, Duration- 4 months). 

 

 This step was not required because of the high index of 

refraction of AlN. 

 
3) Build single tests cell electrical generator using the excimer and the photovoltaic cell, which 
best matches its bandwidth (Year 1 Objective, Duration 3 months). 

 
 The basics of the test cell have been assembled as 

shown in figure 3. 
 

3.a) Design a system to model a radioisotope driven excimer lamp using a discharge 
lamp and optical coupling system (Year 3 Objective, Duration 1 month). 

 
 A model for design was developed as part of the 

Ph.D. dissertation of Dr. Eric Steinfelds. 

4) Develop models for the transport of ions, the transport of photons and the transport of 
ionizing radiation. This will guide the experimental aspects of the project as well as predict 
scaling of the portable power generators (Year 1 Objective, Duration- 6 months---Year 2 
Objective, Duration 6 months---Year 3 Objective, Duration 6 months). 
 

Top of AlN Film 

Si-AlN Boundary 

UV luminescence from 
doped region 



 
 

      Finding solutions to the standard system of transport 

equations is necessary for a full treatment of the transport 

analysis of components 1), component 2), component 3), the 

beta particles, and the participating photons. Such solutions 

are pursued and found in this project by computational means 

and occasionally by semi-analytical means. We are using a 

Monte Carlo scheme to model the general RECS system. We 

discuss below some semi-analytical methods that support this 

effort in simulations with easily reproduced insightful 

examples. Such examples are good to have for the sake of 

having a few benchmark targets for our Monte Carlo simulations 

to be compared against.   

      There are some choices of geometry for a RECS unit for which 

it is feasible to solve the system of transport equations in a 

semi-analytical manner. For example, if 1), 2), and 3) are 

sequentially concentric and all spherically symmetric, then the 

transport equations of the system can be approximated by 

diffusion equations and almost exactly solved. This example will 

be discussed further towards the end of this discussion of 

concepts and theory.  

      For any of our RECS design, the transport equation for the 

blue (or UV) photons are monoenergetic, with photon source 

terms include for inelastically scattering beta particles. In 



 
 

our model, an inellastically scattering beta particle will 

release a large integral number of monochromatic blue (or UV) 

photons. This integral number shall here be expressed as 

‘het’, 2×‘het’, 3×‘het’, etc.. The promptness of the photons 

generated by the fluorescing atoms varies. In the steady 

state, this has little effect on the equations. The transport 

equation for the beta particles is divided in a refined, but 

approximate manner into a system of N transport equations 

which represent the relations for angular fluxes of the beta 

particles at any one of N different energy levels. A beta 

particle at the nth energy level must release het×(Eβ)/(N-1), 

2×het×(Eβ)/(N-1), or (higher integer)×bet×(Eβ)/(N-1) in terms of kinetic energy 

when undergoing an inelastic collision with one of the 

fluorescing atoms. Eβ is the average kinetic energy of a beta 

particle immediately after emission.  

      For example, let us consider a source consisting of Sr-90 

and a choice for fluorescing gas of Krypton (forming Kr2*). 

The mean energy of a beta (-) from the Sr-90 source is 

1/3×546,000eV, or 182,000eV. The energy of the UV photon 

emitted from the fluorescing krypton is 8.43 eV [12]. If we 

set ‘het’ equal to 100, then we need 216 different energy 

levels for the beta(-)s, which trickle down in energy in a 

linear manner. If the kinetic energy lost per beta collision 



 
 

is 100×(8.43eV)/(216-1) , 100 monochromatic UV photons were 

produced within the lifetime of the unbound beta particle.  

      Now that a particular example has been given, let us 

consider the somewhat generalized transport equations that 

need to be solved for the betas and photons within the three 

significant components of the RECS. The over-simplifications 

made in equations (1), (2), and (3) is that each fresh beta 

particle has perhaps only a few 100 eV in kinetic energy and 

that the number of photons emitted per inelastic beta 

collision is either 3 or 6, either of which is a very 

minuscule number for the operation of this model. 

Nevertheless, with only a little bit of judgment, equations 

(1), (2), and (3) can be modified so as to make ‘het’ within 

the text equal to a large integer rather than 3 for the number 

of photons produced. Once the angular flux as a function of 

location is determined in equation group (1), it is fairly 

easy to solve equation (2) for the blue (or UV) photons.  

Below we see the group equations (1) for the beta(-) particles 

(or alphas) which are cascading downwards in energy.  

 

(1)   
d

dt
BΨ 1

v1
 +  Ω�∇ΨB1 + Σt B1ΨB1 =  Σs(4,1) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB4(r, Ω′) dΩ′ + 

                                       +  Σs(7,1) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB7(r, Ω′) dΩ′ +  Σs(1,1) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB1(r, Ω′) dΩ′ 

 
 



 
 

       
d

dt
BΨ 4

v4
 +  Ω�∇ΨB4 + Σt B4ΨB4 =  Σs(7,4) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB7(r, Ω′) dΩ′ +  

                                      + Σs(10,4) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB10(r, Ω′) dΩ′ +  Σs(4,4) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB4(r, Ω′) dΩ′ 

 
 

      
d

dt
BΨ 7

v7
 + Ω�∇ΨB7 + Σt B7ΨB7  =  Σs(10,7) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB10(r, Ω′) dΩ′ +  

                                      + Σs(13,7) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB13(r, Ω′) dΩ′ +  Σs(7,7) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB7(r, Ω′) dΩ′ 

 
 

     
d

dt
BMaxΨ

v (Max)

 + Ω�∇ΨBMax + Σt BMaxΨBMax =  0 . 

 
Below we see the transport equation for the photons which are 

produced by the betas (or a`s) colliding inelastically with 

the fluorescing atoms via eximer formation of the atoms.     

 (2)     
d

dt

Ψγ

γv
 +  Ω ∇�Ψγ + Σt(γ) Ψγ  =   Σs(γ) 

1
4π

 ∫ Ψγ(r, Ω′) dΩ′  + 

               + het· Σs(4,1) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB4(r, Ω′) dΩ′ + het2· Σs(7,1) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB7(r, Ω′) dΩ′  + 

               + het· Σs(7,4) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB7(r, Ω′) dΩ′ + het2· Σs(10,4) 

1
4π

 ∫ ΨB10(r, Ω′) dΩ′  + 

                  ...   ... 

                + het· Σs(Max,Max-3) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨB(Max)(r, Ω′) dΩ′          , 

                      where het=3 and het2=6 .      
 
Within the region where the radioisotope material is present, 

an energetically modest calculational procedure is to use the 

approximate relations of the local flux values for the newly 

mobile beta(–) particles as seen in equations (3a) and (3b).  



 
 

(3a)      
d

dt
BMaxΨ

v (Max)

 + Ω ∇�ΨBMax + Σt BMaxΨBMax = 0 – 1
4π

d

dt
radioSρ

   (( ⇐ Source term )) 

(3b)      
d

dt
B MaxΨ ( )−3

v (Max-3)

 + Ω ∇ΨB(Max-3) + Σt B(Max-3)ΨB(Max-3)  =  

                                                                                     Σs(M,M-3) 
1

4π
 ∫ ΨBMax(r, Ω′) dΩ′. 

 

Because of the small width of the radioisotope (which ought to 

be comparable to the mean free path hopefully), it is expected 

that only ΨB(M-3) and ΨB(M) are significant within the region of the 

radioisotope. Analytically (and computationally) speaking, it 

is sufficient to first compute the functional values of ΨB(Max-3) 

and ΨB(Max) at the boundary which separates the radioisotope from 

the fluorescing gas, within a mean free path. It is useful to 

use ΨB(Max)(rboundary,Ω) and ΨB(Max-3)(rboundary,Ω) as sources on the effective 

boundary of the source to determine all of the ΨB(i)(r, Ω) in 

terms of their functional relations to distance r. Group 

equations (1) apply to the region of the fluorescing gas. 

Briefly the symbols of equations (1), (2), and (3) will be 

explained. ΨB(i), or ΨBi  is the angular flux of beta particles of 

energy level i. Ψγ is the angular flux of a blue or UV photon. 

The maximum energy level matches Max of BMax . The beta 

particles have Max+1 energy levels. ‘vi’ is the speed of beta 

particles labeled as Bi. Ψγ  is the flux of blue or UV photons. 



 
 

‘vγ’ is light’s speed. Σt Bi is a particular macroscopic cross-

section for beta particles labeled as Bi. Σs(7,4)  is the macro 

cross-section for beta particles at level 7 which drop down to 

energy level 4. 

      We are implementing a Monte Carlo scheme to calculate the 

spatial distribution of both the beta as well as the photon 

fluxes. We need to store in memory the stochastically 

generated data of the locations and levels of energy of the 

inelastic beta collisions. Then the acting simulation program 

needs to go to the stochastic locations of inelastic 

collisions and (by applying a Monte Carlo activity generator) 

generate ‘het’ or 2×‘het’ or more monoenergetic photons. These 

generated photons need to be given direction in a random and 

preferably with isotropic bias. In the first code, every one 

of the final positions of the blue (UV) photons is 

stochastically generated and in turn recorded. Within 

component 2), any one location of a beta(-) collision is 

equivalent to the location of the transformed fluorescing atom 

or eximer which subsequently emits ‘het’ or 2×‘het’ or more 

photons. In order to avoid the time cost of individual 

processings, the newer computational simulation will most 

likely sample those fluorescing atoms which have been impacted 

by beta particles. Only a favored atom of a minor group sample 



 
 

will stochastically generate ‘het’ or 2×‘het’ photons. The 

other fluorescing atoms of the group sample will produce 

photons following paths exactly parallel to the photons 

produced by the excited favored atom of the sample. For a 

successful computer simulation of a desirable RECS unit, the 

vast majority of blue photons need to penetrate into component 

3) rather than transforming into heat in component 2) or 

component 1) of the RECS. 

      The Monte Carlo code is still being improved. However, a few 

simple examples for RECS units have been considered. Although 

such a design is not most economical in terms of operation, 

the easiest system to consider is a RECS unit with complete 

spherical symmetry. Such a RECS can be solved almost precisely 

by analytical means if we take the liberty to employ “Fick’s 

Law”: 

(4)                                         
r v v vJ r rparticles particles( ) / ( ) ( )= − ⋅∇1 3Σ Φ                  ,  where   

                                               Φ Ψ Ω Ω( ) ( , )v vr r dparticles = ∫      .  

By using equation (4) and considerations of flux, equations 

(1), (2), and (3) can be approximated as multigroup diffusion 

equations. For a spherically symmetric RECS unit, the 

diffusion equations are conceptually easy to solve. The 

warning given is that the diffusion equations often do a very 



 
 

poor job explaining transport of particles across a boundary 

of different media. Thus the diffusion solutions found for the 

approximate representations of equations (1), (2), and (3) 

must be considered to be of merely limited accuracy. However, 

the solving the diffusive equations here proves that it is not 

difficult to model RECS units with spherically symmetric 

geometry or broad planar ‘sandwich’ layered design.    

           

Photo-Voltaic Cells
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Component 2)

Fluorescing Gas
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Emitter

eximer

R2

 

 
Figure 12.   Illustration of a spherical RECS.  
 
Beta particles travel mainly from component 1) (in the central 

sphere) into the fluorescing gas, which immediately surrounds 

component 1). The outer spherical shell consists of uniformly 

placed photo-voltaic cells with respect the shell surface. 

      A RECS with spherical symmetry is illustrated in Figure 

(12). For such a RECS as shown in Figure (10), we get 

solutions to the designated diffusion equations in the form 



 
 

written below. 
γ

Tran rΦ ( )  is the flux of blue (or UV) photons in 

the outer region designated as the ensemble of photo-voltaic 

cells.  

(5)                                     
γ γ

γTran
tran

r
r

rP KΦ ( )
exp( )

= ⋅
− ⋅

               , where 

                                          
γ γ

tran

ab t abK = ⋅ ⋅3
( ) ( )Σ Σ         . 

The amplitude Pγ is linearly determined by the amplitude of the 

flux of the photons in the gaseous region, the amplitudes of 

flux of the betas, and ultimately by the magnitude of the 

radioactivity of the source. The flux of the blue (or UV) 

photons in the gaseous region is found by solving the 

diffusive representation of equation (2) (Eqn (2)), which 

accounts for photon sources from the fluorescing atomic 

eximers. Without going into painstaking detail, the form for 

the diffusive solution of the flux in the gaseous 

(fluorescing) component of this RECS is given next.  ‘G’ 

stands for gas.  

(6)                       
γ γ

γ
γ

γG G

G

G

G

r A
r

r
B

r

r
nextK KΦ ( )

exp( ) exp( )
....= ⋅

⋅
+ ⋅

− ⋅
+    

                            .... ( )
exp( )

....( )

Im

+ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
⋅

+⋅ +
=
∑ A transform het i

r

r
nextBeta het i

G

G

i

ax K
1

1

1 γ     



 
 

                            .... ( )
exp( )

( )

Im

+ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
⋅

⋅ +
=

−∑ B transform het i
r

rBeta het i
G

G

i

ax K
1

1

1 γ                   . 

Note that ‘het’·Imax+1 equals N, which is the number of energy 

level divisions for the beta particle.  In the region of the 

source, the diffusive solution is straight forward enough.  

(7)                         
γ

γsource

source

source

r
r

rM KΦ ( )
sinh( )

= ⋅
− ⋅

.  

In keeping with the purpose of a RECS, it is desired to have 

the flux for the blue (or UV) photons entering the radioactive 

source material to be as small as possible. In the case of the 

spherical symmetric RECS of Figure (12), we want Pγ of 
γ

Tran rΦ ( ) of 

Eqn (5) to be as large as possible. Within the region of 

photovoltaic cells, the number of photons absorbed per unit 

time to make electricity can be evaluated by the integral:  

(8)            
Rate of Photons Absorbed

by photo voltaic cell
( _ _ )
_ _−

≈    4 22

2

2
π

γ
rr dr r

R

R Tran

absorb
abs

Tran
+

∫ ∑⋅ ⋅
( )

( )Σ Φ  

The point of equations (5) through (8) is not their accuracy, 

but the fact that by almost analytical means it is possible to 

calculate the photon energy transferred to the photo-voltaic 

cells of component 3) from a beta emitting source. The Monte 

Carlo method for transport analysis of course works well for 

simple designs such as the spherically symmetric RECS of 

Figure (10). Moreover, the Monte Carlo method shows very 



 
 

strong promise for modeling the photon flux distribution in 

more elaborate design the ‘sandwiched’ group of boxed 

components for RECS.        
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DesignDesign
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MotivationMotivation

Radioisotope Energy Conversion System Radioisotope Energy Conversion System 
(RECS)(RECS)

Construction of semiconductor requires Construction of semiconductor requires 
incorporating known amounts of impuritiesincorporating known amounts of impurities

Diffusion of impurities into wideDiffusion of impurities into wide--band gap band gap 
materials is difficultmaterials is difficult

FEDOA ImprovementFEDOA Improvement
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GoalsGoals

What is RECSWhat is RECS

Describe Theoretical Basis for FEDOADescribe Theoretical Basis for FEDOA

Discuss The Body of Experimental Work Discuss The Body of Experimental Work 

Discuss Discuss SiCSiC, , GaNGaN, Diamond and , Diamond and AlNAlN ResultsResults
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Radioisotope Energy Conversion Radioisotope Energy Conversion 
System (RECS)System (RECS)

KrKr--8585
LoadLoad

8.3 eV Kr excimer photons

UV UV 
Photovoltaic Photovoltaic 
CellsCells
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How do you make a UV How do you make a UV 
photovoltaic cell?photovoltaic cell?
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Post Growth Doping MethodsPost Growth Doping Methods

Ion ImplantationIon Implantation

Transmutation DopingTransmutation Doping

Plasma DopingPlasma Doping

DiffusionDiffusion

FEDOAFEDOA
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Ion ImplantationIon Implantation

Uses high energy ions (100 eVUses high energy ions (100 eV--10 MeV)10 MeV)

Controlled spatial depositionControlled spatial deposition

species implantedspecies implanted
•• boron (pboron (p--type)type)

•• lithium (nlithium (n--type)type)

•• sodium (nsodium (n--type)type)

•• phosphorus ??? substitutionalphosphorus ??? substitutional
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Ion Implantation:  DisadvantagesIon Implantation:  Disadvantages

3737--55 eV to displace C atom far enough 55 eV to displace C atom far enough 
from lattice site it doesn’t returnfrom lattice site it doesn’t return

bonding damage leads to graphitization bonding damage leads to graphitization 
and hence an increased conductivityand hence an increased conductivity

equipment is very costlyequipment is very costly
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Plasma DopingPlasma Doping

Use plasma as source of ions thus similar Use plasma as source of ions thus similar 
to ion implantation.to ion implantation.

Equipment is expensive.Equipment is expensive.
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FEDOAFEDOA

Dopant “sandwiched” Dopant “sandwiched” 
between 2 samplesbetween 2 samples

Bias, 100Bias, 100--250 VDC250 VDC

Heat samples, 500Heat samples, 500--
1000 °C1000 °C

Use laser to assist in Use laser to assist in 
ionization of dopantionization of dopant
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Lasers AvailableLasers Available

HeNe: HeNe: λλ=633 nm, E=1.96 eV=633 nm, E=1.96 eV

Standing Wave Dye LaserStanding Wave Dye Laser
•• continuous tuning 630continuous tuning 630--700 nm700 nm

Argon Ion LaserArgon Ion Laser
•• λλ=514 nm=514 nm

•• λλ==488 nm488 nm

•• λλ= = 472 nm (2.62 eV)472 nm (2.62 eV)

•• Approximately 25 visible transitions of Ar(+) and Ar Approximately 25 visible transitions of Ar(+) and Ar 
(2+)(2+)
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Proof of PrincipleProof of Principle
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Why FEDOA is superior to other Why FEDOA is superior to other 
methodsmethods

The amount of free energy that is used to The amount of free energy that is used to 
introduce an impurity to a material is introduce an impurity to a material is 
detrimental to the quality of processed detrimental to the quality of processed 
crystal.crystal.
•• The higher the free energy, the worse the The higher the free energy, the worse the 

quality of the processed crystal.quality of the processed crystal.

FEDOA introduces the least amount of free FEDOA introduces the least amount of free 
energy out of all doping processes.energy out of all doping processes.
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Theoretical ProfilesTheoretical Profiles

1.  Profile for impurity 1.  Profile for impurity 
drifting with electric drifting with electric 
field.field.

2. Profile for thermal 2. Profile for thermal 
diffusion without diffusion without 
electric field.electric field.

3. Profile for impurity 3. Profile for impurity 
drifting against the drifting against the 
electric field.electric field.
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How does a nHow does a n--type impurity drift?type impurity drift?

Lithium drifts towards Lithium drifts towards 
the negative the negative 
electrode.electrode.

Lithium drifts as an Lithium drifts as an 
donor.donor.

Lithium is nLithium is n--typetype
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How does a pHow does a p--type impurity drift?type impurity drift?

Sodium drifts towards Sodium drifts towards 
the positive electrode.the positive electrode.

Sodium drifts as a Sodium drifts as a 
acceptor.acceptor.

Sodium is a pSodium is a p--type type 
materialmaterial
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How does the laser improve How does the laser improve 
diffusion?diffusion?

Samples 3 and 1 have Samples 3 and 1 have 
a positive bias, 2 and 4  a positive bias, 2 and 4  
a negative bias.a negative bias.
Cl is a pCl is a p--type material.type material.
3 and 4 use laser, 2 3 and 4 use laser, 2 
and 1 do not.and 1 do not.
The laser has an order The laser has an order 
of magnitude of more of magnitude of more 
impact of density.impact of density.
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For sulfur the laser shows and For sulfur the laser shows and 
effect of two orders of magnitudeeffect of two orders of magnitude

The impact of the the The impact of the the 
laser on the diffusion laser on the diffusion 
of sulfur is two orders of sulfur is two orders 
of magnitude.of magnitude.
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Application of FEDOAApplication of FEDOA

Change Optical Properties of MaterialsChange Optical Properties of Materials

Change Electrical Properties of MaterialsChange Electrical Properties of Materials

Change Mechanical Properties of MaterialsChange Mechanical Properties of Materials

Change Chemical Properties of MaterialsChange Chemical Properties of Materials
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Boron Diffusion in Type II a Boron Diffusion in Type II a 
DiamondDiamond

Boron Changes the Boron Changes the 
color of diamond to color of diamond to 
blue.blue.
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PP--N junctionN junction

Structure of PStructure of P--N N 
junction made from junction made from 
boron and lithium.boron and lithium.
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FEDOA ReactorFEDOA Reactor
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Sample Heating RunSample Heating Run
Temp~ 800 Temp~ 800 --850 °C850 °C
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PrePre--Doping Preparation and Doping Preparation and 
AnalysisAnalysis

Cleaning Cleaning -- washed thoroughly in acetonewashed thoroughly in acetone

Wavelength Dispersive SpectroscopyWavelength Dispersive Spectroscopy

XX--ray Diffractionray Diffraction

AC Impedance SpectroscopyAC Impedance Spectroscopy

Raman SpectroscopyRaman Spectroscopy

Infrared SpectroscopyInfrared Spectroscopy

UVUV--visible spectroscopyvisible spectroscopy
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Wavelength Dispersive Wavelength Dispersive 
SpectroscopySpectroscopy

Electron beam impinges on sample (5Electron beam impinges on sample (5--30 30 
keV)keV)
inner electrons from sample atoms inner electrons from sample atoms 
“knocked” free“knocked” free
characteristic xcharacteristic x--rays emitted when outer rays emitted when outer 
electrons drop into the vacant orbitalelectrons drop into the vacant orbital
characteristic xcharacteristic x--rays specific to atoms in rays specific to atoms in 
the sample surfacethe sample surface
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Experimental Setup:  HExperimental Setup:  H--26, H26, H--3030

Two samplesTwo samples

sulfur placed between sulfur placed between 
samplessamples
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Results and Analysis of DopingResults and Analysis of Doping

Wide BandWide Band--Gap Materials of ChoiceGap Materials of Choice
ααSiCSiC(6H)(6H)

ββSiCSiC(6H)(6H)

DiamondDiamond

Aluminum NitrideAluminum Nitride
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BNBN

AlNAlN

DiamondDiamond

ββSiCSiC

ααSiCSiC

GaNGaN

SiSi

MaterialMaterial

5.55.5

6.26.2

5.45.4

2.22.2

2.92.9

3.23.2

1.11.1

BandBand--GapGap

((eVeV))

8.38.3

8.38.3

8.38.3

8.38.3

8.38.3

8.38.3

8.38.3

Photon Photon 
Energy Energy 

((eVeV))

66.366.3

74.774.7

65.165.1

26.526.5

34.934.9

38.638.6

13.213.2

Maximum Maximum 
Efficiency Efficiency 
(%)(%)

Photovoltaic Maximum EfficiencyPhotovoltaic Maximum Efficiency
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Keyes Figure of Merit (KFM)Keyes Figure of Merit (KFM)

The Keyes figure of merit takes into account the The Keyes figure of merit takes into account the 
power density dissipation for closely packed power density dissipation for closely packed 
integrated circuits. High thermal conductivity is integrated circuits. High thermal conductivity is 
an important element for the Keyes figure of an important element for the Keyes figure of 
merit. Keyes figure of merit is based onmerit. Keyes figure of merit is based on VVsatsat,, σσtt
(thermal conductivity) and(thermal conductivity) and εεrr (dielectric (dielectric 
constant). The relative value of the Keyes figure of constant). The relative value of the Keyes figure of 
merit is the speed of the transistor in the merit is the speed of the transistor in the 
material.material.

•• KFM =KFM = σσtt ((VVsatsat//εεrr))0.50.5
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12.712.7174.7 x10174.7 x10223.1 x103.1 x10773.33.35.75.7BNBN

4.04.054.8x1054.8x10223.0x103.0x10779.09.03.03.0AlNAlN

32.232.2444.0x10444.0x10222.7x102.7x10775.55.520.020.0DiamondDiamond

5.85.880.3x1080.3x10222.5x102.5x10779.79.75.05.0ββSiCSiC(4H)(4H)

5.125.1270.7x1070.7x10222.0x102.0x107710.010.05.05.0ααSiCSiC(6H)(6H)

1.761.7624.3x1024.3x10222.5x102.5x10779.59.51.51.5GaNGaN

1.01.013.8x1013.8x10221.0x101.0x107711.811.81.51.5SiSi

Ratio Ratio 
to to 
SiliconSilicon

KFM KFM 
(W cm(W cm--1/21/2

ss--1/21/2))

VVsatsat
(cm s(cm s--11))

εεrr
σσtt
((300K))((300K))

((WcmWcm--11))

MaterialMaterial

KFM for some materialsKFM for some materials
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PostPost--Doping Cleaning Recipe:Doping Cleaning Recipe:

Cleaned in Chromic at a boil for Cleaned in Chromic at a boil for 
approximately 30 minutesapproximately 30 minutes

Boiled in “aquaBoiled in “aqua--regia” for 10regia” for 10--20 minutes  20 minutes  
same cleaning applied after SIMSsame cleaning applied after SIMS

rinsed in derinsed in de--ionized waterionized water
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Cleaning of Samples PostCleaning of Samples Post--DopingDoping
reference…reference…

HH22SOSO44 and KNOand KNO33 at 550at 550--600 K for 30 min600 K for 30 min

HH22SOSO44 alone at 550alone at 550--600 K for 5 min600 K for 5 min

rinse in derinse in de--ionized waterionized water
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Results With DiamondResults With Diamond

Sulfur for NSulfur for N--Type Type DopantDopant

Boron for PBoron for P--Type Type DopantDopant
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SIMS Standard for SulfurSIMS Standard for Sulfur

Silicon matrixSilicon matrix

depth resolution  depth resolution  
~300 Angstroms~300 Angstroms

precisionprecision

accuracyaccuracy
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Concentration Profile: HConcentration Profile: H--2525
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ArrheniusArrhenius Plot : HPlot : H--25, 100 nm25, 100 nm

Arrenhius Plot Sample H25 at T=500 C
100 nm Depth

y = -452.13x + 46.659
R2 = 0.994
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Concentration Profile:  HConcentration Profile:  H--3636
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Arrhenius Plot: HArrhenius Plot: H--3636

Arrenhius Plot Sample H36 at T=600C
200 nm Depth

y = -76.672x + 41.325
R2 = 0.9034
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Diffusion Coefficients vs. TempDiffusion Coefficients vs. Temp

Diffusion coefficients for Sulfur in Diamond
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Metallic ConductivityMetallic Conductivity

We made attempts to form Schottky We made attempts to form Schottky 
contacts using silver paste (as it is contacts using silver paste (as it is 
known to do).  All attempts failed and all known to do).  All attempts failed and all 
contacts were ohmic in nature.  The contacts were ohmic in nature.  The 
diamond behaved as a metallic diamond behaved as a metallic 
conductor and possessed a resistance conductor and possessed a resistance 
that increased with temperature instead that increased with temperature instead 
of decreasing as previously observed. of decreasing as previously observed. 
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Boron Doped DiamondBoron Doped Diamond
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Boron Concentration at 0.5Boron Concentration at 0.5µµm depth (atoms/cmm depth (atoms/cm33))

3.55x10167.38x10193
1.23x10174.61x10194
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3.92x10161.42x10206
1.20x10191.72x10192
7.48x10181.07x10191

Boron 
Concentration

- terminal

Boron 
Concentration

+ terminal

Sample
No
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Typical 2Typical 2--D plot of resistivityD plot of resistivity

gρ

Logaritm of Resistivity Across Sample 5.1
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Results with Results with ααSiCSiC, , ββSiCSiC and and GaNGaN
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Impurity RemovalImpurity Removal

To remove impurities such as hydrogen, oxygen and boron 
from SiC and GaN films by using the forced diffusion 
method at high temperatures under an electric potential
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Concentration of nitrogen on SiC film after treatment under Concentration of nitrogen on SiC film after treatment under 
various conditions various conditions as as compared with that of compared with that of the the untreated untreated 
sample #0.sample #0.
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Concentration of oxygen on SiC film after treatment under Concentration of oxygen on SiC film after treatment under 
various conditionsvarious conditions asas compared with that of compared with that of the the untreated untreated 
sample #0.sample #0.
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Impurity Removal From SiCImpurity Removal From SiC
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Doping of Doping of AlNAlN

PP--Type Type DopantDopant
•• BeBe
•• MgMg
•• CaCa

NN--Type Type DopantDopant
•• CC
•• SiSi
•• GeGe
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AlN AlN Sample 1, PSample 1, P--Type Ca dopingType Ca doping
Ca in Sample 1
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AlN AlN Sample 2, NSample 2, N--Type Type Si Si DopingDoping
Si in Sample 2
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AlNAlN Sample 3, NSample 3, N--Type C DopingType C Doping
C in Sample 3
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AlN AlN Sample 4, PSample 4, P--Type Mg and NType Mg and N--
Type Type SiSi——Possible JunctionPossible Junction

Si and Mg in Sample 4
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ConclusionsConclusions

FEDOA is a means to FEDOA is a means to microengineer microengineer the the 
properties of wide band gap materialsproperties of wide band gap materials
•• Demonstrated Beneficial Property ChangesDemonstrated Beneficial Property Changes

–– Electrical Properties (diamond, Electrical Properties (diamond, SiCSiC,  ,  GaNGaN & & AlNAlN))

–– Can make junctions in diamondCan make junctions in diamond

–– Can purify Can purify SiC SiC and and GaNGaN

–– Can dope Can dope AlN AlN with Nwith N--Type and PType and P--Type Type dopantsdopants

–– Can get density cross over in Can get density cross over in AlNAlN
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CommercializationCommercialization

Semiconductor IndustrySemiconductor Industry
•• Wide BandWide Band--Gap semiconductorsGap semiconductors

•• PurificationPurification
–– DiamondDiamond

–– SiCSiC

–– GaNGaN

–– AlNAlN

Tool IndustryTool Industry

 
 

 

 


